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Life after IPOs
• Pour and Lasfer (Journal of Banking and Finance, 2013):  Using UK delisted firm samples (1995-

2009), delisting occur about four years after IPO on London’s Alternative Investment Market 
(AIM).

• Park, park, Shiroshita, and Sun, 2014 EFA Proceeding: Wealth effect of involuntary delisting 
between 2002-2012 in Japan is -70%. (TSE, Osaka, etc.)

• Saengow (MIF, Thammsat, 2015) Using IPOs between 2002-2005, 10 out of 93 firms posted NC 
status. The probability of becoming delisted increases considerably after year 6 of listing.
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Illustration of reverse takeover
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Controlling structure in reverse 
takeovers
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Many facets of RTOs
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ASX and availability of shells

Source: The Australian Business 
Review: July 2014
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TSE vs OSE: Strategic consolidation
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Importance of study on RTOs

• Regulators need to strike balance between investor protection 
without delineating potential firms to enter the exchanges.

• Anecdotal evidence suggests firms that choose to list via RTOs 
(back-door listing) are low quality firms and that these transactions 
can be associated with pump-and-dump schemes.

• Evaluation on the merits of RTOs should be based on different 
regulations on each exchange (Vermeulen, 2014) 
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Research questions posed

• What are the characteristics of firms 
involved in RTO transactions?

• What is the investors’ experience in RTO 
transactions over short and long-term 
periods?

• What is the financial accounting 
performance of the merged entity?
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Agenda

• Existing research on RTOs
• RTO rules on Singapore and Thai Exchanges
• Data source and empirical methods 
• RTO characteristics and empirical results
• Conclusions and policy discussion
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What we know and don’t know about RTOs?

Existing literature

• Signaling via listing mode
• Gleason et al. (2005) Adjei, 

Cyree, and Walker (2005)  และ 
Floros and Shastri  (2009) 
Carpentier, Cumming, and 
Suret (2009)

• Legal and regulatory 
critique
– Sjostrom, 2008,  

Winyuhuttakit (2011), 
Pakov (2006), and 
Vermeulen , 2014

Further explorations

• RTOs must be evaluated 
based on different 
regulatory environments

• If the regulations on RTO 
listing are similar to IPOs 
then why list via RTOs?
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RTO rules in Singapore and Thailand

Method Computation
Net tangible asset (NTA) Equity increase x NTA of listed firm

NTA of listed firm
Net income Equity increase x Net income of listed firm

Net income of listed firm
Total considerations Total consideration paid to listed firm

Total assets of listed firm
Equity value New equity increase 

Total equity of listed firm
Proven and probable 
reserves*

Proven and probable reserve to be disposed
Total group proven and probable reserves
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*Applies to SGX rule book Chapter 10 section 1006

Source: SGX rule book Chapter 10 section 1006 and SEC circular 20/2551



IPOs vs RTOs: Process
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Data source and overview

• RTO cases in Singapore and Thailand 2007-2015
• List of RTO cases from SGX website (under “Catalodge” 

submenu) and Thai SEC websites
• Listed firm circulars and announcements 

http://infopub.sgx.com and https://www.set.or.th/set
• IFA reports
• Key event dates: MOU and EGM
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Measuring short-term response to RTO 
announcements
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Measuring, benchmarking, and 
bootstrapping BHARs

• T1- T2 is trading days, the conditioning information  is market return

• Benchmark portfolios (control samples) selected by first eliminating top third 
market capitalization firms from Singapore and Thai exchanges.

• Next, firms sorted into decile groups by price and top decile price range is 
eliminated.

• Assume event firm abnormal returns are independent as RTO occurrence is 
random and spread out.

• Assign evaluation date to a randomly selected control group firms, then 
compute mean BHAR for the pseudo sample resulting in one pseudo 
sample mean.

• Repeat previous step to generate 1,000 BHAR means and bootstrap 
distribution under null. 
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Findings: RTO Characteristics
• 56% RTO transactions are on Singapore secondary board whereas 

around 47% are on Thai secondary board.
• RTO transactions are evenly split between distressed vs non-

distressed firms and within industry vs between industry 
transactions.

• Premiums received on new consolidated share price of distressed 
firms are 36% compared to non-distressed of 9.3%, but this is 
primarily due to substantially lower VWAP of distressed group.

• Days from MOU to EGM runs around three months to one year.
• Up to 31% and 67% of RTO firms in Singapore and Thailand use 

mixed mode payment involving combination of share swap with 
cash/warrants is indicative of incoming firm’s concern of valuation 
uncertainty and potential bargaining power they have on incumbent 
firms.

• Singapore RTOs involved with international firms.
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Characteristics of sample
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Characteristics of sample
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Findings: Investor’s experience
• Market gradually responds positively to MOU announcements. CAR 

drifts up 29% over course of 20 days before and after.
• BHAR of RTO samples are higher than controlled sample. 
• BHAR of non-distressed RTOs are higher than distressed RTOs.
• BHAR is decreasing in relative deal size and future changes in book 

value to equity.
• Liquidity shows improvement post announcements as indicative in 

lowered spreads, turnover doubling in Singapore RTOs and 
increasing 64% in Thai RTOs 12 months.
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Empirical methods and results: Market gradually learns about 
forthcoming MOU and MOU is event date carrying most information
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Empirical methods and results: Formal tests of CAR and SCAR with 
varying event windows around MOU showing distressed vs non-

distressed performance significantly different.
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Empirical methods and results: Non-distressed RTO firms 
outperforms control sample
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Empirical results: Determinants of BHARs
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Empirical results: Liquidity of RTO firms
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Findings: Financial performance of RTOs 
(46 of 47 sample firms)

• Non-distressed firms in general are in better shape than 
distressed firms all the way through.

• Both distressed and non-distressed firms see 
improvement in EPS and net profit margin post MOU.

• However, only ROA and ROE of distressed firms 
improvements are statistically significant.
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Empirical results: Key financial ratios
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Conclusion and Policy discussion

Conclusion
• No evidence that firms use RTOs as a short-

cut to listings after review of regulation, 
analysis of characteristics, and readings of 
motivations to conduct RTOs in circulars.

• Short-term positive CAR and improved 
liquidity suggesting incumbent shareholders 
can exit on more favorable terms.

• Mixed payment terms are used with warrant 
issues pending are used suggesting in-
coming firms also carry valuation risk.

• Management conduct RTO not as a means 
to list but merger strategy to obtain short-cut 
to synergy, diversification opportunities, and 
international listings.

Thoughts for policy
• Given regulatory screens, firms choosing to 

list via RTOs should not be view as low type 
firms.

• In the case of these successful RTOs there 
is no evidence that incoming firms engage in 
pump and dump schemes. 

• RTO announcement provides exit 
opportunity for incumbent shareholders.

• Banning RTOs or raising regulatory barrier 
not necessary. 

• Improved communications to investors and 
media to avoid misunderstanding
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One who deceives will always find those who 
allow themselves to be deceived 

― Il Principe, 1532  Niccolò Machiavelli 
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